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The Mummy: Well Worth the Praise 

“Death is only the beginning,” as stated by Rachel Weisz in the 1999 film The Mummy. 

This proclaimed that once death has occurred, there is much more to be expected afterwards. 

This action packed, comical, horror was a recreation of the 1932 film The Mummy, directed by 

Karl Freud. Intended on being a low production film, The Mummy grew a stir amongst critics 

and viewers transforming into a three part series, along with its own animation show and 

becoming one of the main attractions to Disney World’s theme park. The film grossed $43 

million in 3,209 theaters and $221 million worldwide. The Mummy was nominated for 

numerous awards such as best actors, best supporting actors, best visual effects, best sound and 

best film, and won at least four, Gold Screen Award (1999), Bogey Award in Gold (1999), BMI 

Film Music Award (2000) and Saturn Award in 2000 for best make-up. The Mummy received 

praise, and was well worthy of it, due to their outstanding visual effects, actors and the historical 

content portrayed throughout the movie. 

The astronomical visual effects that could be seen throughout every scene in The 

Mummy give evidence to the adoration given by viewers. Through the abundant transformations 

shown, action filled scenes and the viewing of certain characters, the effects produced conveyed 

the sense of actually being involved within the movie. New York Post Jonathan Foreman 



affirms, “Cheerful, slightly cheesy entertainment that uses the latest special-effects techniques to 

breathe life into a venerable film tradition.”
1
 As viewers are first introduced to Imhotep in his 

decaying phase, after his tomb is opened and he is resurrected, one would believe that in 

actuality there was a real mummy walking amongst the cast on set. The picture is brought 

together carefully giving extraordinary effects, making it difficult to pin point what is real and 

what is green-screened. The San Francisco Chronicles broadcast, “. . . an extraordinary boost by 

the special effects of Industrial Light &Magic,”
2
 as this company, the people behind the special 

effects of The Mummy, do a glorious job of demonstrating the plaques biblically known amongst 

Egypt as in the millions of locust spread across the civilization, fire balls from the sky, the river 

of blood and etc.  

 The actors auspiciously characterize their characters with such belief. The connection 

between Brendan Fraser and Rachel Weisz is felt immediately once in contact with one another 

and provokes the thought of a happily ever after in the conclusion. Also, Fraser alone did an 

exemplary job of portraying the character of Rick O’Connell, as he does well in many other roles 

where he is the protagonist who saves the damsel in distress. As an entire cast, the chemistry and 

balance is felt throughout the entire movie and redefines some of the usual stereotypes. “You’ve 

got the tough hero (but this time, he also has a sense of humor and a sensitive side), you got the 

damsel in distress (here she’s also very smart and is not too helpless), you got the GQ-like 

mummy (has this undead been working out in his tomb or what?) and you got all the romance, 

                                                            
1 Jonathan Foreman, ”The Mummy,” Metacritic, May 7, 1999, http://www.metacritic.com/movie/the-

mummy/critic-reviews.  
 

2Bob Graham, “’Mummy’ is Alive with Fun,” San Francisco Chronicle, October 1, 1999, 
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/1999/10/01/DD85101.DTL.  

http://www.metacritic.com/movie/the-mummy/critic-reviews
http://www.metacritic.com/movie/the-mummy/critic-reviews
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/1999/10/01/DD85101.DTL


swashbuckling, gun fights and deadly creatures you can ever want,”
3
 well stated by Arrow in the 

Head Reviews. The thrill seeking scenes when Anck-su-Namun and Imhotep fight against 

O’Connell and Eve show the strength of all the characters that are romantically involved, along 

with the relationship amongst the male characters as they come together with tactics in hopes of 

defeating the mummy and rescuing Eve.  

 Though not all aspects of Egypt shown are historically correct, there are several points 

made that give the viewers not only a great picture worth watching but information to further 

their knowledge of Egypt. The movie was filmed in the Sahara Desert where the props used 

depicted ancient Egyptian influences such as the statue of Anubus that guarded the dead and can 

be seen throughout current Egypt and other countries located in Africa, and the city of 

Hamunaptra. Though the city was fictional, it resembled other cities that were categorized as the 

“city of the dead” such as the city Saqqara. In the opening of the movie we learn of Anck-su-

Namu who belonged to Pharoah Seti I. She was an non-fictional person named Queen 

Ankhesenamun, wife of King Tutankhamun. 

 In summation, this movie received 6.9 out of 10 stars, informing the viewers that The 

Mummy is more appealing that thought to be. With so many compliments and some 

disagreements it is dependent on the viewer of the over-all satisfaction. The movie proved 

outstanding with its awards and many nominations providing reasoning behind its explosive 

visual effects, the corresponding actors and actresses, and detailed history given.  The Mummy 

gives many thrills and some laughs to entwine the viewers and is well worth the praise received. 

When watching The Mummy one should remember that, “Death is only the beginning.” 

                                                            
3 “The Mummy (1999),” The Arrow Reviews, accessed November 21, 2011, 

http://www.joblo.com/arrow/reviews.php?id=605.  
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